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Pharmacist and Pharmacy Technician Learning Objectives: 
Upon completion of this activity, participants will be able to: 
1. Differentiate marketing methods and explain their advantages for certain audiences. 
2. Discuss how to profile your market to select the tools that will attract local patients. 
3. Explain simple methods to track the success of marketing efforts and modify your marketing plan for 

maximum success. 
 
Disclosures: 
Liz Tiefenthaler is the President of Pharm Fresh Media.  The conflict of interest was resolved by peer review 
of the slide content. 
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NCPA is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education as a provider of 
continuing pharmacy education.  This program is accredited by NCPA for 0.15 CEUs (1.5 
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NCPA Disclosure Statement 
 
The National Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA) Office of Continuing Education makes every 
effort to develop continuing education activities that are scientifically based, accurate, current, and 
objectively presented.  In accordance with the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education Standards 
for Commercial Support NCPA has implemented a mechanism requiring everyone in a position to control 
the content of an educational activity to disclose any relevant financial relationships with any 
proprietary entities producing health care goods or services and mange/resolve any conflicts of interest 
prior to the activity.  Individuals must disclose to participants the existence or non-existence of financial 
relationships. 
 
NCPA does not view the existence of interests or relationships with commercial entities as implying bias 
or decreasing the value of a presentation.  It is up to the participants to determine whether the interest 
or relationships influence the presenter with regard to exposition or conclusions. 
 
If at any time during this activity you feel that there has been commercial or promotional bias, please 
inform us by reflecting the information on the session evaluation form.   
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Breaking Habits—
Getting new patients to come to you

Sunday, October 19, 2014
7:30 am ‐ 9 am
presented by Liz Tiefenthaler
President, Pharm Fresh Media

DisclosureDisclosure

Liz Tiefenthaler is the President of 
Pharm Fresh Media.  The conflict of 
interest was resolved by peer 
review of the slide content.

Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives

• Differentiate marketing methods and 
explain their advantages for certain 
audiences.

• Discuss how to profile your market to select 
the tools that will attract local patients.

• Explain simple methods to track the success 
of marketing efforts and modify your 
marketing plan for maximum success.
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Habits keep our world sane

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Experts say as much as 95% of the time we operate on autopilot.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Businesses that survive and thrive in the next couple of years will 
have done so by working to habituate their brand.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Can you really design a 
robust business plan 
around prescription 
reimbursements when 
you aren’t sure if you 
are your patient’s habit?
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

If entries on Google for videos, 
apps, and information on habit are 
any indication, the whole world is 
now considering new habits to 
improve their health, to be more 
environmentally sensitive and to 
become better in many ways.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

The challenge is to understand those habits and to play to them.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

If 95% of people’s lives 
are already quite 
habituated, is it realistic to 
think we could habituate 
even more of people’s 
behaviors or are all of us 
fighting for the same 
remaining 5%?
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Who owns your customer’s habit now?

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What will it take to become your customer’s habit?

1. Create a reason to switch

2. Then create a reason to stay

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Old buying habits die hard.
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What do we know about how people make a 
decision to try a new brand?

• Awareness

• Consideration

• Trial

• Purchase 

• Repeat

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Remember, 60% of people 
will make a decision before 
ever talking to you.
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What does it look like when we want to change a habit?

Cue or Motivation Ability Reward Routine

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What do we know about motivation?

• It’s hard to motivate people

• Different things motivate different people

• Motivations go up and down over time

• Sometimes motivations compete
a. Pleasure vs. pain

b. Hope vs. fear

c. Acceptance vs. rejection

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

The best advice?

Help people do what they already want to do.
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Design for simplicity.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What motivates people to 
go to the pharmacy?

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

You can create motivation 
by telling a story.
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Beliefs & values (heart)

Most meaningful
and most difficult to imitate 
but the hardest to deliver

Easiest to deliver but least meaningful,
most easily imitated  and least 
interesting

LEVELS OF BRAND ASSOCIATION

The functional benefits
provided to customers (head)

Features or processes
that must be provided (spine)
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

• There is a direct correlation between the amount of creative 
and success.

• Functional appeals do not differentiate between brands.  
Emotional appeals do.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Decision by a committee.
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

People’s buying habits 
are more likely to change 
when they go through a 
major life event.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Ability—How easy are 
you to work with?

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Business today is about 

AND
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

High Motivation + Hard to Do = Frustration

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Do you make it easy 
to switch?
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What is the reward?

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Think small.

– Health

– Create joy through hospitality

– Innovate programs that become habits

– Design for simplicity—Help people do what they want to do

– If a behavior creates delight or alleviates anxiety, then you’ll do it again.

– Demonstrate that you have the best solution

– Simple always wins

– The more materialistic the reward, the less effective. Non-material and 
non-transactional is best, if possible.

– The best rewards contain emotions.

I've learned that people will forget what 
you said, people will forget what you 
did, 

but people will never forget how you 
made them feel.

—Maya Angelou
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

How can you deliver emotions habitually?

Uber App v
s.

Madison Taxi 
Website

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

Routine.

– How do I make sure I stay their habit?

• Med Sync
• Med Packs
• Delivery
• Med D Reviews
• Specialty Medications
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

What is your plan for staff training?

– A poor performing team will negate the rewards. A high performing team 
will solidify the habits.

Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits

The key to driving performance is to make behaviors of your 
staff as habitual as the people who you want to buy your brand.

Winning is not a sometime thing. 
You don’t win once in a while; you don’t 
do things right once in a while; you do 
them right all the time. Winning is 
a habit.

—Vince Lombardi
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Breaking HabitsBreaking Habits


